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This is Rabbit

Founded in 1983, Rabbit is the leading wine 
and barware brand in the United States with 
significant recognition in Europe and 
international markets.

The Rabbit corkscrew launched in 2000 and 
became the product in wine accessories.

Today Rabbit is the go-to brand for well 
designed and functional wine and bar tools, 
for everyday entertaining and gift giving.
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Rabbit Lever Style  
Corkscrew with Foil Cutter
The original rabbit corkscrew pulls a 
cork in three seconds flat and then 
automatically releases the cork. 
Ergonomic design opens any size 
wine bottle. All gears are made of 
hardened metal and tested for 
20,000 pulls. This set includes a foil 
cutter, extra cork spiral and is 
guaranteed for ten years.  
Gift boxed.
KCW6004N

Rabbit Vertical Corkscrew  
with Foil Cutter
Like the original, the vertical 
Rabbit corkscrew pulls a cork in 
three seconds, ejects the cork 
automatically and has a five year 
guarantee. Includes a foil cutter  
and extra cork spiral.  
Gift boxed.
KCR1-06301
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Rabbit Electric Corkscrew  
with Foil Cutter
Remove corks at the touch of a 
button. The non-stick spiral won’t 
shred the cork, which makes for easy  
removal. Includes a foil cutter. 
Requires two AA batteries which  
are not included. Gift boxed.
KCR1-17910

Rabbit Professional  
Waiters Corkscrews
A counter top display unit of six.  
Featuring a two-step design for  
seamless opening. With an  
ergonomic foil cutter that slides  
into the base and an integrated 
bottle opener. Features a  
non-stick spiral for easy cork 
removal. Gift boxed.
KCR1-14110
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Rabbit Chrome  
Wing Corkscrew
Featuring a non-stick spiral, which penetrates  
cleanly so the cork will not crumble. The base of the 
corkscrew clamps onto the bottle, making it simple  
to insert the spiral into the cork. The chrome plated 
zinc construction adds an elegant touch to any 
tabletop. Display boxed.
KCW4043N

Rabbit Axis Lever  
Corkscrew with Foil Cutter
New compact shape pivots down  
to a 11.5cm2 size, perfect  
for easy storage. Non-stick  
spiral allows for easier cork  
removal. Includes a foil  
cutter and extra spiral  
that is stored in the arm.  
Gift boxed.
KCR1-14456
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Rabbit Zippity  
Wine Tool Kit
An ideal wine starter gift set which 
includes everything needed to open, 
serve and seal wine. The Zippity 
two-step corkscrew has a retractable 
foil cutter and non-stick spiral, the 
pourer / stopper allows drip-free 
pouring and the wine / champagne 
sealer keeps the fizz locked in.  
Gift boxed.
KCW5657N

Rabbit Four Piece  
Wine Tool Kit
Everything a budding  
sommelier needs. Features  
a self-pulling corkscrew with  
soft touch detailing, foil cutter,  
wine pourer with stopper and  
a wine / champagne sealer.  
Gift boxed.
KCW2727N
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Rabbit Pinch Foil Cutter and 
Bottle Stopper
Perfect two-in-one wine accessory. 
Features stainless steel blades which 
are concealed for safety. Works on 
all bottle sizes. Stopper creates an 
airtight seal. Carded.
KCR1-15458

Rabbit Wine Pourer  
with Stoppers
A counter top display unit of twelve.  
The stopper seals wine airtight 
without removing the pourer  
from the bottle. Featuring an 
easy-grip velvet finish. Carded.
KCW6116N

Rabbit Foil Cutters
A counter top display unit of twelve. 
Its patented bottle cap design  
carries an easy-to-grip,  
smooth-as-velvet finish.  
Carded.
KCW6113N
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Rabbit Pura  
Decanting System
The aerator cascades wine down  
the side of the decanter for instant 
aeration and the micro-filter 
removes sediment as it’s poured out. 
The aerator and filter system stays in 
the decanter when serving. Holds a 
750ml wine bottle. Gift boxed.
KCR2-14235
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Rabbit Electric Preserver Set
Removes air at the touch of a button. 
Includes two stoppers. Requires two 
AA batteries which are not included. 
Gift boxed.
KCR3-17810

Rabbit Super Aerator
Designed to perfectly aerate wine as 
it is poured or decanted, enhancing 
flavour and bouquet. Featuring a 
dripless spout. Gift boxed.
KCW6127N

Champagne Sealer Set
The velvet champagne pliers have 
been specifically designed to provide 
leverage for twisting a cork free 
effortlessly and without any spills. 
The champagne sealer will keep 
champagne fresh and bubbly for 
days. Gift boxed.
KCW6167N

Wine and Champagne Sealer
Pliers and sealer are solid zinc with 
an elegant champagne finish. The 
sealer will keep Champagne fresh 
and bubbly. Metal construction for 
added durability. Gift boxed.
KCW6126N
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Our brand motto is Entertain Everyday.

We want to infuse each day with the joy of gathering friends  
and family.

Barware sits naturally as an extension to cooking, serving and 
entertaining in the kitchen and home categories.

Gifting is a key element to our brand.

Enjoy.
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